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Editorial:

Welcome to our third magazine. I hope you like it. As usual you will find

information about all the things that are going on right now. Many of them you can see if you
come and visit—restoration of diesels, work on the 4F, refurbishing signals and track materials.
It may not seem that glamorous but having spent a happy day stripping the paint from a GWR
signal finial recently and later seeing it in all nice and clean in red primer and then white undercoat, it is a very enjoyable and satisfying way to spend a day of your life, feeling that you have
done another small thing to bring back the old Sharpness branch to life. Every little helps, as
they say.
In these pages we also try to keep you informed about all the other stuff being done in the background. By far the most important news is that the new Planning Team is busy poring over its
Gantt charts and project milestones (using highly technical planners language that I don’t understand!) sorting out the myriad of details that must be in all the sub-plans that go together to become the big Master Plan for Phase 1. They are meeting every week now and it is coming together beautifully. Very soon they will have each sub plan ready to go with a named person for
each area of work. This named project leader will then work out, for example, how many track
panels s/he will need, and then how many fishplates, chairs, tons of ballast etc etc. It is getting
to this level of detail that will ensure we don’t get stuck at each stage and will bring the completed Forest Sidings site into operation on time and to budget. We will publish the plan in the next
issue.
It has been said that Phase 1 ends when the guard waves away the first train to Berkeley but we
have also started preparing the way for getting moving at Berkeley as soon as the first train gets
there! Tim Cambray has been leading a hugely enthusiastic team of equoferrinologists (think
about it…) at Berkeley, looking for the outline of the foundations. I hope their recent starring role
on BBC Points West hasn’t gone to their heads because there is an awful lot of station building
lying to be uncovered. The whole area is now being completely fenced off and we are actively
looking for funding opportunities that will allow us to go to the next stage of development once
formalities with DRS (who lease the area from NR) have been agreed.
Meanwhile, our numbers of active folk keep growing. It is getting so that it can be hard to find a
spot to eat your lunch some days in the shed, there are so many people about. Each month
sees a new volunteer induction session, excellently run by Janet Gough, and volunteers are
starting new mini projects all the time. It is wonderful to see it all unfolding.
The next big thing to achieve is to juggle things around so that we can get the 4F inside and
under cover so we can accelerate its re-assembly. This means asking the 03 diesel folk to hurry
up and move their engine. The sleepers that were rather inconveniently plonked outside the
shed have now been moved to our new storage base at Berkeley Power Station car park to be
laid and we can now remove some of the vehicles in the back yard. This will give us more space
and we will be able to start some new work projects, including wagon restoration. That should
keep a few more people occupied for a while. Watch this Shed space!
Lastly: please support our teams who are spreading the word about the railway far and wide.
They are doing a fantastic job, coordinated by Ian Raven, and, as a railway, we are now clearly
punching above our weight in our publicity efforts. Please join them on a stall, even if it is only
for a few hours now and again. It is very much appreciated.
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The Environment and Vale of Berkeley Railway by Graham Wiltshire
I have been charged with dealing with the Environmental and Ecological aspects of the VoBR.
Some of you may know me from the Shed where I started in the machine shop working on the
lathes. One day I will return!
People say why do we have to spend so much time on the environment, how can the railway
impact on the ecology? Others say we need to get our impacts under control.
It is a fact the River Severn is defined as one of the most ecologically sensitive areas in the UK
and ranks up with some of the most sensitive areas on the planet. Without going into detail the
Severn is a highly important wetland area defined by the RAMSAR convention which is legally
binding to protect the breeding grounds of the Bewick Swan, teal, wigeon, black-tailed godwit,
ruff, lapwing, redshank and golden plover amongst others.
The River Severn also has status as a Site of Scientific Special Interest (SSSI). An SSSI may be
made on any area of land which is considered to be of special interest by virtue of its fauna,
flora, geological or physiographical / geomorphological features. Quite a mouth full but again
legally protected.
And there is more! The River Severn is also classified as a Special Protection Area (SPAs). SPA
are strictly protected sites classified in accordance with Article 4 of the EC Birds Directive. They
are classified for rare and vulnerable birds and for regularly occurring migratory species.
So how do we as an environmentally focused organization ensure we do our bit to ensure that
these areas which start right outside Sharpness dock gates are not affected by our activities?
Planning Permission, we will not progress one step further in our endeavors to restore the
Sharpness branch until we comply with the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2011.
Two things are going on here. One, we have to ensure we do not impact the River Severn as
described above, and, two, we have Forest sidings where we want to start Phase 1.
Taking Forest sidings first, we have in 2015 had a Phase 1 Ecological survey carried out which
gave VoBR a broad brush indication of the ecology of the site. Phase 2 is due to start in March
2017 and will run through to October which will tell us exactly what wildlife, flora and fauna we
have to manage as we develop Forest sidings. This will start in earnest in January 2018.
Complying with the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations can be time consuming and have a cost when dealing with Local Authorities. Tim Cambray
and I are preparing to engage with our Local Authority from December 2016. Tim is dealing with
the hardware side of the railway and I am dealing with the environment. Both are scrutinised
together to obtain Planning Permission.
I hope this gives members an overview of how we will deal with our environmental and ecological responsibilities. I intend giving more detail of how you can assist me on this journey in Q1
2017 magazine.
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Another of member Ken Bailey’s brilliant drone shots, this time showing the Forest Sidings site.
As an environmentally conscious organisation, we have engaged ecology consultants ’Just Ecology’ who will enter the site in January 2017 and lay traps so that over the course of a breeding
season (beginning 1st March), they can tell what species are present. By October 2017 we will
know what the situation is and whether we have to take any special measures to safeguard any
rare species that may be found and persuade them to move house.
In the meantime, Graham Wiltshire and the team
will have developed a clear plan about how we are
going to remove trees and undergrowth in a way
that is sensitive to the needs and wishes of local
residents. We will protect the view from houses in
Oldminster Road, only remove what is absolutely
necessary and we will be discussing with all local
residents the best way of going about this.
To compensate for the removal of the trees that
are actually covering the railway lines underneath,
we also have a plan to create nature and wildlife
The view from the end of the Network Rail
areas in other parts of the site and we will be invitline. The line to Forest Sidings disappears
ing local people and schools to get involved. More
into the undergrowth on the right where the
about this in later editions.
sunlight falls on the metal fencing.
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Welcome to
Our New
Volunteers!
Derrick Trevithick
Richard Penney
Gerald Packer
Roy Pressland
Peter Redfearn
Carole Mills
Joshua Corcoran
John Walker
Ken Bailey
Denzil Monis
Mike Marr
Robin Payne
Tony Rees
Michael Walker
Jane Stone
Alan Smith
David Mullins
Michael Quinion

ABOVE
Denzil Monis on his second Wednesday at the shed,
following his induction session. Here he is about to
apply red paint to the section of the 4F’s renovated
vacuum pipe where it fits onto the buffer beam.
BELOW
The passing Kidderminster station master does not
pay as much attention to our stall as he should at
the SVR’s gala weekend on 4-5 November!
Paul West and his team do a fabulous job of organizing our presence at events throughout the year.
If you would like to join the team, email us!

Thank you all for volunteering, and a very warm
welcome to the Vale of
Berkeley Railway!

Volunteer Induction Courses
Such is the demand to get
involved that Induction Sessions at the Engine Shed are
now held monthly on a Saturday morning at the shed.
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We are doing very well at encouraging members to become volunteers. Most heritage
railways feel they are doing well if the ratio is 1 volunteer for every 7-8 members. We
are currently running at 1 in 4, which is pretty incredible and shows the enthusiasm
for this project.
Membership stands at 272 on 15th November.
Can we make 300 by Xmas? If every member found one new person…….

Getting the Word Out There, by Ian Raven
My role is to coordinate talks about the railway to groups who might be interested. I have targeted the area from where I live in the West Midlands in a broad sweep down towards Swindon,
Cirencester, Stroud, Yate, North Bristol, which I see as being our ’back yard’.
To date I have cold-emailed 50 transport/engineering/modelling/history clubs with 14 acceptances, 5 separate acknowledgements of interest and 1 acceptance date to be arranged. I have also
contacted 9 Probus clubs (often difficult to reach as only a minority have email), with1 acceptance so far.
The plan is to contact Bristol, Glos, Avon & North Somerset, W Wilts and Worc/Hereford Probus,
U3A, Rotary, Round Table and Masons’ over the coming months. We have had, roughly, a 25%
success rate with organisations that should be interested in the project and most of these are
localish.

If you would like to give one of these talks, or know of a group who might be interested in hearing about us, please get in touch with me: ian@imcron.co.uk.
We now have over 1000 people who ‘Like’ our page: ‘Vale
of Berkeley Railway’ on Facebook. The page is updated
every day, and it is the very best way of knowing exactly
what is going on at the railway almost as it happens.
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Nailsworth Community Workshop Men’s Shed by Bob Stevenson
The Men’s Shed at Nailsworth Community Workshop was set up in 2010. It welcomes men and
women of all ages, backgrounds and abilities to join in activities, offering the opportunity for up
to 20 people at a time to work on projects in a fully equipped workshop, to learn new skills and
to share practical expertise.
In our busy, friendly environment people can work either on our communal projects or on their
own ideas in wood. We have several members who have had a stroke and have either lost the
power of speech or movement in part of their bodies. For these members we find them a ‘buddy’
who they work along side each week and who helps them work and achieve what they want to
do.

The Men’s Shed movement started in Australia as a means of bringing together men with a
similar interest in making things but encouraging them to work in a ‘communal shed’ and reap
the benefits of being part of a community.
The groups first project – a giant chess set - was donated to the town of Nailsworth and had its
inaugural match in December 2010.
Since then it has made four beautiful memorial benches one of which is situated in the grounds
of Nailsworth Subscription Rooms, one in the grounds of Ruskin Mill, one in the grounds of
Hawkwood, one in the Quakers Meeting House and one on the canal. The bench in Ruskin Mill
is in memory of one of the Shed's founding members wives.
The current project is part of an exciting new collaboration with the Vale of Berkeley Railway
with the restoration of a sack truck. This is the first of many we hope to be doing.
Men’s Shed membership is free (all we ask for a a packet of biscuits for break) and anyone
interested can pop in on a Tuesday between 1.30–3.30pm for a cup of tea and a chat, or call
Pam on 07971 737626 for further information.
The Shed is funded by donations from users and fundraising. We are regularly supported by
The Barnwood Trust who introduced us to the concept of a Men’s Shed in the first place.
TESTIMONIALS
Men’s shed’ to me is a place to
come and share workspace & create
things, in the company of other likeminded people. A chance to work on
my own stuff, or in groups on projects to benefit the community. A
space to share ideas, to learn, share
and develop skills. A relaxed atmosphere with a lot of banter, laughs &
great tea & biscuits. I’ve loved &
looked forward to being here each
week…
........I tell everyone, and really feel,
that the Community Workshops and
the Sub rooms facilities are the best
things about Nailsworth. What goes
Bob Stevenson and the Nailsworth Men Shed team with
on there is amazing. Thanks for all
their first completed VoBR project - a GPO sack truck that you both do,
Liz
has been renovated to a very high standard. They are
now working on the next one!
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Julie West (GRA) There are not many railways with their own resident artist so we are very
fortunate to have Julie West as one of our earliest members. Prints of her paintings grace our foyer and,
in the years to come, we are sure that she will be recording in oils the development of our railway.
Here she tells us how it all started.Follow this link to her gallery: http://www.railart.co.uk/gallery/
west.shtml
"Industrial Revolutionaries: I was approached by one of my clients a few years ago
with what he described as "a somewhat unusual commission". What he was looking for was a
"Mount Rushmore" scene, but not featuring the famous sculpted US presidents, but pioneering
British engineers. The four engineers are, from left to right, James Watt, George Stephenson,
Henry Maudsley and Richard Trevithick. For anyone not familiar with them, their names are
shown on their lapels, as if carved into the stone. The setting was to be the English countryside, rather than the USA. Another element to be included was an early steam locomotive design, a "Crampton" with a rake of four-wheel coaches.
Following a meeting to discuss details, I produced and submitted a detailed sketch in pencil,
before putting brush to canvas. This was accepted by my client, so I then proceeded with the
main work in hand. At our meeting, my client had provided me with some reference material
with which to start, a great help.
One of the trickiest parts was creating
a profile of Richard Trevithick, as there
appeared to only one portrait of him
that I could discover. That was a front
facial portrait. From this I had to work
out what he would have looked like in
profile. I did a sketch to try to capture
the likeness, I then worked from this in
paint on the canvas. As luck would
have it we travelled to the Bluebell
Railway at that time on other business,
so we were able to study, and ride in,
their superb four wheel vehicles, to
collect the necessary details.
The
background includes a mill, colliery and
factory, to represent the industrial revolution. An unusual commission indeed.

SPECIAL NOTICE - Engine Shed Opening Hours
We depend on there being a volunteer ‘Key Holder’ present to open up the Shed each
day. As a result of a couple of times recently when visitors came to see us and found
everything closed up, we have decided that our Visiting Hours are now officially:

Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays between 10.00 and 4.00pm.

If you would like to come on another day, please let us know well in advance and we will
try to make sure someone is around to greet you.
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Volunteering on
the VoBR
Join the VoBR Trust

Fill in a Volunteer Form

Attend an Induction Course

Join us at ‘The Engine Shed’

New volunteer Jane Stone is seen
here painting one of the many signal
levers we will need for the 4 signal

Are you a volunteer?
Then please join our Facebook
group that is exclusively for you to
keep in touch with everyone, share
your experiences, thoughts and
comments.

‘Sharpness Volunteer’

148388 Magazine No3.indd 10

Lots of opportunities for Volunteering
By Volunteer Liaison Co-ordinator

Janet Gough
It’s been a busy first year for the VoBR volunteers.
From small beginnings, with just a few hard working people putting in loads of hours to get the facilities at the Engine Shed up and running, we now
have 60 volunteers on the books. Not only have
we exceeded 5000 hours contributed at the Shed
but the number of hours given continues to rise
steadily each month.
You don’t have to be a boffin or an engineer to join
our team, although you would be most welcome if
you are! Most importantly we’re looking for enthusiasm and a willingness to pitch in to help us get the
trains back on the track. We have a variety of tasks
on offer at the Engine Shed, including restoration
projects in the Signalling and Telegraph department, with more coming on line shortly in Carriage
and Wagon.
There are off site opportunities too. Throughout the
Summer and Autumn months the VoBR has a presence at shows throughout the South West and West
Midlands promoting membership and raising funds
by selling VoBR merchandise and we are looking
for volunteers to man the stand. To meet a growing
demand from outside groups for talks we are seeking those with a flair for public speaking to deliver
our presentation. Training (and, if required, a
chance to practice first) is provided. It’s also possible to help us remotely from home via your laptop or
tablet. Whether you have skills you want to tell us
about or if you would like to find out more drop us
an email on valeofberkeleyrailway@gmail.com
(please head your message Volunteer Enquiry), or
call in at the Engine Shed on between 10am and
4.30pm on Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays,
which are our main volunteering days at present.

Visit our new look Website
Valeofberkeleyrailway.co.uk
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‘Visitors’ Gallery

ABOVE: This little Ruston Hornsby diesel creates a timeless dock scene. A surprise autumn migrant, she is pausing at Sharpness on her journey elsewhere for the winter.

BELOW: Andrew Goodman’s Austerity No 15, ‘Earl David’ has also arrived at Sharpness
after being withdrawn with boiler problems while working at the Avon Valley Railway.
As shown below, the tubes have been removed and the firebox requires ultrasound testing before we will know how sound it is. In the worst case scenario, the whole boiler will
have to come off and, right now, there is not too much space to put the parts of a stripped
down loco! Any volunteers care to wire-brush the firebox interior? Is it staying, we wonder?
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‘Diesel Doings’ - Gallery 1

Before, during and after the repaint.
‘The Vanguard’ is becoming ‘Spirit of
Sharpness’ soon. Woebetide anyone
who lets it get dirty!

Peter Bennett (L) & Andrew Woodhall (R)
pose proudly with their handiwork on display
at the South Cerney Show in August. A great
advert for our restoration work.
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‘Diesel Doings’ - Gallery 2

A small crowd (Matt Thomas and
Andy Woodhall) gathered to record
the 03 coming to life after all the
work on the engine. Unfortunately
things didn’t go quite as well as
planned! (Above) There then followed much discussion (L) until it
was discovered that 5 out of 8 injectors needed replacing (a lot of patience is needed sometimes…)
Progress continues on the LMS
prototype shunter, 7069 where pipework is progressing and painting of
the inside of the engine compartment is close to completion.

Left : LMS No. 7069’s owner, Mike Hoskin, paints the underside of the roof panels
Right: The panel is turned over to prepare for painting the top.
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A View from Above.
Ken Bailey has been out and about with his drone again. Here’s a great view of the run
round loop at Oldminster Junction with the line into Forest Sidings, bottom left corner.
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VoBR Trust Board News

by Howard Parker

Probably not too many members are particularly interested in the organisation side of what we
are doing. Nonetheless, those of us who have been in this world of heritage railways for a while
know how important it is that we find the very best possible way of organising our affairs so that
every volunteer and members is happy with the way that decisions are made and everyone has
a say in what is decided and how.
The Current Trustees

The pages of the specialist railway magazine are
sometimes full of the blood that has been spilt on
the carpet in power struggles and I am personally
very deeply committed indeed to not making the
same mistakes that have allowed small cliques
and individuals on other railways to ride roughshod over what members think and want.

Howard Parker, (Chair)
Graham Sturgess, (Vice Chair)
Paul Richardson (Funding)
Janet Gough (Volunteer Liaison)
Tim Petchey (Winchcombe Railway Museum)
Andrew Goodman (Rolling Stock Owner
and Shed lease holder)
Laurence Gulliford (Admin
ning)

and

Plan-

Val Watts (ex-officio Trust and Membership secretary)

So, we are treading carefully and thoughtfully in
this and trying to evolve a structure that delivers
the democracy and openness that all members
deserve. It is a vital principle for me personally
that no one member or volunteer has any more
right to express opinions and be listened to
than anyone else. A day of anyone’s volunteering, whether at home on their laptop or in the
shed, paintbrush in hand, has the same value as
anyone else’s and neither the VoBR Trust or
Board has any place for people who have the
arrogance to think they are more important than
other members. (Rant over!!)

Vacancies: We are looking to find fairly
urgently someone to become a Trustee
who has experience of promotional and
marketing work and someone with legal
expertise.

Having said that, we are not yet ‘walking the talk’
well enough. It is taking a while to get the necessary paperwork together that will incorporate the
Trust as a charity with the Charities Commission
and this means that we cannot yet hold that first
AGM that will allow all members to stand for election to the Trust Board. This is a rather tedious
and protracted business but we hope we will have all this in place by the end of the year so that
we can hold that first AGM for us as a democratic body.
Recent Trust Board Activity
We have been focussing down on our core work which
effectively boils down to making sure that, in this pre-Phase 1 period over the next 12– 15
months, we are building the membership and volunteer base so that we can hit Forest Sidings
running. We are also looking ahead for all possible funding opportunities so that we can afford
to do all the things we need to do when we eventually get on-site.
Trust meetings are held every third Saturday morning of the month. If there is anything
you would like discussed, please get in touch with any of us.
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The “Churchill 8F” Story.

Part 2 by Mike Hoskin.

I suppose I should begin with the answer to the most obvious question. Why Churchill?

It was simply the nickname given to the 8Fs by Turkish Railwaymen following their arrival in
Turkey during WW2 shortly after Winston Churchill had taken office as war-time Prime Minister.
The roots of this project actually go way back to 1978, when in my Twenties and a very new
member of the railway preservation movement. Like many others at the time, I was clamouring
to save a steam locomotive from the scrap yard to eventually restore and run on one of our then
developing preserved railways.
In 1978, the cost of purchasing a loco from Barry Scrapyard was daunting and Proprietor Dai
Woodham, knowing the increasing Preservation interest in his scrapyard full of locos could see
a good thing coming and a quote of £7500 for a loco & tender seemed an impossible amount for
a relatively young “preservationist” to find. Remember, in 1978, you could buy a nice house for
under £20k!
The trouble was, all the locos in his yard had already been stripped of their valuable fittings and
to make matters worse, parts were being removed at an alarming rate by groups saving similar
loco types all the time. Nothing was sacred, even if you daubed “Please do not remove parts” on
your intended purchase.
The combined cost of purchase, transport, then the thousands of pounds still needed to undertake the overhaul, even if you could find the skills to do so, amounted to an almost impossible
mountain to climb.
I soon realised that the huge numbers of locos that were eventually saved from Barry scrapyard
represented a herculean task that few today could even begin to contemplate. But then again, it
was an age where many things were different.
It was set against this mountain to climb that I turned my attention to British built locos still working overseas, the LMS 8Fs, in particular.
I was already aware of an overseas locomotive enthusiast, George Toms, who had an unrivalled
record and knowledge of the locations and status of wartime British locos around the world and I
set about seeking his assistance and advice on the direction I should take. In the letter I also
asked for information about surviving LMS diesel electric shunting locos located overseas that
had also been requisitioned by the British War Dept as part of the campaign against the Axis
Countries in WW2. However, at the time, my initial intended focus was around the 8Fs still
thought to survive in Egypt.
In the event, George was very helpful and unwittingly made a comment in one of his letters of
reply that was to become a vision of how things would actually pan out, but not obvious for a
further 10 years! More of which later.
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George provided me with all the information I needed to get started, ranging from the location of
surviving locomotives to the names and contact details of each responsible Officer in each
country’s railway organisation. Information that was to save me a vast amount of research time
over the next few years. I still have all the replies to the many letters I sent.
Starting with Egypt, I soon received the disappointing news that all 8Fs taken into Egyptian
Railways stock at the end of the war had been sent to the melting pot by the end of the 1960s.
The same fate befell the 8Fs absorbed into Italian State Railway (FS) stock, as early as 1953,
the last examples being based at Bari (Barry?) - of all places! - on the Adriatic coast. Further
initial disappointing news came from Iran in 1979, when, under the Shah of Persia’s regime
there was outright refusal to comment on the status of the 8F fleet on that country’s railways.

Egyptian (L) and Iraqi examples of Churchill 8Fs, exported during the war
In the event, I received a more helpful response from Ayatollah Khomeini’s people following the
deposal of the Shah late 1979, when I received a reply from Engineer Raissi, a Senior Engineer
with Iranian State Railways (ISR). He advised that nine 8Fs survived, stored at a site near the
Caspian Sea and a further eleven, at Ahwaz near the Northern end of the Persian Gulf. Better
still, I had been sent some colour photos of the Ahwaz 8Fs by another enthusiast so even had
a basic idea of their external condition. One of the photographed 8Fs even showed signs of its
original parentage, revealing the letters “LMS” on the tender side and the LMS number, 8016 on
the cabside. I subsequently discovered she was originally shedded at Nottingham (16A) and
then found a pre-war photo of her on that shed!
I was now desperate to establish the mechanical and boiler condition of the locos stored at
Ahwaz, simply because their location offered an easier route out of Iran and sea passage back
to the UK. Rather than further letter exchanges with Engineer Raissi, I chose to contact him
directly and knowing an Iranian student who was learning English at one of the many local English language schools, asked him if he would telephone Engineer Raissi direct on my behalf. He
agreed, acting as translator and so I fed my Student friend numerous questions relating to the
surviving 8Fs. Uppermost in my mind was condition, purchase price and were all the missing
valuable components, like boiler back head fittings etc, still available?
To my delight, I learned that before all the locos were placed in store, ISR had removed all the
fittings and placed them in secure storage and if I was to purchase a loco and tender, all the
missing parts would be provided together with any spares I would like.
The best part of all, the purchase price: £740 for a tender and £1500 for a loco. £2240 for a
complete 8F including spares!! Now, what was the shipping home going to cost?
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It just so happens that at the time I knew someone who worked for the then Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company and, on sending him an enquiring letter to his office in Iran (oh, for email back then!),
received the encouraging response that the Company regularly sent ocean going barges loaded
with oil drilling equipment from the UK to Iran which often returned to the UK empty. Putting an
8F on one of these barges for the journey home for a nominal cost was not going to be a problem.
This was the news I had been aching for. Remarkably, it transpired that for less than the cost of
a stripped Barry “wreck” from Dai Woodhams scrapyard, I could purchase and transport home to
the UK a complete 8F with spares for under £10K!
However, much to my dismay at the time, my excitement was short lived. During 1980, the now
well known Tehran American Embassy hostage crisis erupted, UK/Iran relations were plunged
into crisis and a very long period of world isolation and embargo ensued that has only relented in
recent times. Relations between Iran and the West were never really satisfactorily patched up
following the crisis and more recently have been further exacerbated by Iran’s alleged nuclear
ambitions.
Either way, it brought a rapid and sudden halt to my 1980 Iranian 8F ambitions and my options
to purchase an 8F from overseas had been seriously reduced.
Finally, my attention turned to Turkey as the next target for my enquiries…. To be continued

Engineering Report - Graham Sturgess
Machining work has been underway to manufacture parts for the various locomotives that are
undergoing restoration at the VoBR workshops and in support of the 8F currently running on the
Great Central Railway (North).
The class 03 shunter has received new tops for the two large radiator filling / vent pipes and
substantial welding to replace steelwork on the cab sides; the unique 1935 LMS diesel electric
prototype (7069) has had electrical conduit fittings made (the British Standard for the conduit
was withdrawn in 1945 and spares are (not surprisingly) not available!) and a tool for lapping in
the valves is being made for the diesel team who have just started work on the engine; the 4F
has been shot-blasted underneath and two sets of new bronze piston rod bushes are being
made for the 8F. Meanwhile, the ’To do’ list on the whiteboard in the workshop office continues
to grow!
Two production lines have been in near continuous operation; one stripping, repairing and repainting lever mechanisms for the signal boxes and the other cleaning, inspecting and then covering in protective gunk the large quantity of rail fish plates that will be needed. I believe that Bob
Stevenson still holds the record of doing 32 fishplates in a single day (unless anyone knows
better…..!). (Anyone up for the Bob Stevenson Fishplate Challenge?? Ed.)
Finally, refurbishment of the last of our current line-up of machine tools (the very large Kitchen &
Wade radial drill) is almost complete with only connection of its supply cable to the distribution
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Rediscovering Berkeley Station—the Berkeley ‘Dig’ by Tim Cambray

Berkeley Station in its heyday, looking east. As early as 1931 the up line had been lifted
and undergrowth began to take over platform 2. The foot crossing remains a right-ofway today and platform lamps have started turning up in people’s gardens!
The significance of the work we have been doing on the site of Berkeley station cannot be underestimated. True, Berkeley is not part of the Phase 1 plan but it is our first venture onto the
bgranch itself and, if the recent appearance of a camera crew and interviewer from BBC Points
West is anything to go by, it has certainly captured local interest. Tim Cambray has been leading the VoBR ‘Timeteam’, uncovering the footprint of Berkeley Station building.
With limited resources a small team of us
have found the right hand pavilion and
the Gents WC! This has shown us how
large the actual building actually was and
we are now in a position to pause and
then think how to develop the site further.
We are now fencing off the whole site so
that nobody falls into the hole and the
next stage is to go back to DRS (who
About 18” down, we discovlease this area from Network Rail) and
discuss the best way of doing this. Clearly ered the floor of the right hand
this project is not top priority for the railway as a whole at the wing of the building
moment but we can at least see where to go next.

Almost the same view. L: Just before demolition around 1984 and R: September 2016
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The Winchcombe Railway Museum Story.

Part 2

As the impact of Beeching Axe cut its remorseless way through the traditional infrastructure of
our railway system in the 1960s and 70s, destroying everything in its path, Tim Petchey and his
gang of heroes roamed all over the railway system, saving precious artefacts for their museum.
Our first full-size signal, the GWR down main inner home signal at Winchcombe had been purchased from BR at the time as the signal box closed, and was ‘parked’ in the garden of a house
close to the station with a view to re-erecting it there. This was not to be, and it was given to us
for the museum. Shortly before this we had located a Midland fixed distant at Ryeford, near
Stroud and had entered into negotiations to buy it from BR, but sadly it disappeared before this
was concluded, presumably lost to scrap and firewood.
Gaining enough confidence to handle bigger items than would fit into a car, and having a large
garden in which to display things, we started to spread our net wider. Local jaunts continued,
but were supplemented by more ambitious trips further afield to locate derelict and scrap items
which might add to the collection and holiday weeks took on a new meaning. The South Wales
lines, most parts of the Cambrian, the newly closed Somerset & Dorset, the Stratford & Midland
Junction were all within a day or two’s visits, with overnight B&B stops where necessary. Longer
visits, of up to a week, took in Devon & Cornwall, Scotland, East Anglia, later different parts of
Ireland.
As our hobby became more popular and embraced other potential collectors, we would study
the classified adverts in Railway Magazine and Railway World each month and follow up individual sales lists which often resulted in short-notice trips to almost anywhere and everywhere to
collect either a single item, or a van load.
Exchanges too saw the acquisition of ever more important exhibits. Early sales of railwayana
(horrible word - never used in the early days!) were initially organised by BR who had cottoned
on to the fact that people would pay good money for their “redundant assets”. Auctions were
laid on at such places as Scunthorpe, Stoke, Retford and so on, where piles of smokebox numbers, shed codes, totems, a few nameplates, lamps, furniture, signalling instruments etc. would
be knocked down at what today seems to be peanuts. Local newspapers would cover these
events and try their best to sensationalise somebody paying 2/6d for a dented bucket, or £1-100 for the numberplate from a worn-out engine.
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A GWR one-horse delivery van was located in a nearby farm. It had been bought from the railway in the late 1930s by a neighbour who fancied turning it into a gypsy caravan, but the war got
in the way. It stood quite safe in a barn until the late 1960s when it was deemed to be ‘in the
way’ and was towed out into an orchard. The then owner (of the farm) fancied he was going to
get rich quick by selling it to a film company. I bought it for a fiver!
Our biggest item so far is a 52ft long carriage body dating from 1915. Built at Wolverton Works
by the L&NWR as a 7-compartment 3rd class carriage, it was requisitioned by the War Office in
1917 for use in an ambulance train. The seats were taken out of the compartments and replaced with bunk beds, chairs and tables for the accommodation of Staff Nurses and Medical
Orderlies and off to France it went, as part of Continental Ambulance Train No 32, codenamed
Julienne.
After earning its corn transferring the wounded from the Mediterranean coast to the Channel
ports (thereby avoiding the Bay of Biscay with its attendant U-boats), it was repatriated after the
war but instead of further railway use, it was demounted from its frames and sold to a builder.
He sawed it in two and transported the halves from the sale site at Grange Court station to the
bank of the Severn at Broadoak and created a house around it. It was offered to us in the late
1980s by the new owner of the plot who wanted to build a new house.
In due course auctions began to appear which were organised by collectors for collectors. One
of the first in this field was the Bristol Suburban Railway Society at Bitton, profits being ploughed
back into the preserved railway scheme that has since become the Avon Valley Railway.
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There were a small number of auctions at ‘professional’ auction houses, such as Knight Frank
& Rutley or Sothebys, where complete collections came under the hammer, but it was generally held to be beneath the dignity of such London establishments. Another early brand leader
was Myers Grove School at Sheffield where Deputy Head Ian Wright gave combined his undoubted organisational skills with his experience in collecting. Profits initially went into school
funds, though later it became an independent business under the title of Sheffield Railway
Auctions (SRA).
Others sprung up at Oxford/Stoneleigh/Kidlington/Stoneleigh again, now known as GCRA;
Pershore High School (as then was) now GWRA; Solent; Crewe; Talisman at Newark and
Templecombe; GNRA at Poynton; Cundalls at Malton which have been supplanted by Ryedale
at Kirkbymoorside and Thirsk at, surprisingly, Thirsk. The current railwayana auction field is
vibrant and the national stock of collectors, though lacking youth now, certainly do not appear
to lack money!
Attendance at many of these auctions down the years, with careful and dare I say skilful purchasing policies, has seen the Winchcombe collection rise in significance and national importance beyond the two founders’ wildest dreams. To coincide with the beginning of the establishment of effective open days, back in 1969/70 a “friends” group, the Winchcombe Railway Museum Association was set up to provide support to the museum, which it continued to
do for several years.
Small numbers of volunteers have seen us through the years. JF’s younger brother Lindsay
was on the scene for many years and was to add much to the collection through his own purchases, as have JF, myself and Mike Marr. Whilst the core of artefacts belongs to the Museum Trust, including any donations, and material purchased directly by the Trust, many other
items are personally owned by those mentioned above, and others. Lindsay’s decision to
leave the group and withdraw his elements from the collection came at about the same time as
common sense dictated that the whole concern needed to be rehoused in more suitable premises. After some fifty years the fabric of No 23 and its range of buildings showed increasing
signs of dilapidation, and security of an ncreasingly valuable collection was also a concern.
Some five or six years ago we approached the Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway (GWR)
with a loose proposal that if they could provide suitable premises at either Toddington or
Winchcombe station, we would be prepared to move the museum in its entirety to the new
location thereby creating a ready-made, national standard museum as an added attraction to
prospective passengers on their railway.
This idea attracted some real enthusiasm from the GWR Heritage Group interest and a number of meetings were held. Unfortunately some elements on the GWSR were less than enthusiastic and relationships with the GWSR plc Board deteriorated to the point, suffice to say that
that we came to the conclusion that it would not be in the best interests of the collection to be
involved with the GWR.

In a later edition of the Magazine, we hope Tim will share his first thoughts on how the
Winchcombe Railway Museum might look when relocated at Sharpness.
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Julie West GRA

Capture the atmosphere of your favourite railway scene,
past or present, steam or diesel, in oils or pencil.
I can also undertake Landscapes, Pets, Nature and Still life.
See more of my work at
www.artistjuliegra.co.uk
or tel. 01453 549361 for more details

Model Railways
Do you have any surplus model
railway items that you would like to
donate to the railway?
We find that they are a very good
source of revenue for us so please
contact Paul West if you can help
E: juliepaulcam@hotmail.co.uk
Thank You!
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